Hi there, I’m Aubrey Whitfield, a British Music Producer and songwriter. I am one of only a few successful female Music
Producers in the UK, having produced over 200 songs in the last 18 months, received over 150 five-star reviews and
set up my own commercial rrecording studio in North London. Things are looking rosy!
I was once an artist myself. Infact, if I hadn’t had been an artist first then I wouldn’t be where I am now. During my 20
years as an artist I developed a number of strategies and contacts that helped me to become relatively successful.
And I want to share these with you so that you can maximise your potential as an artist.
Obviously, a key part of my role as a producer is working with independent artists and record labels. One thing that
has become blindingly obvious to me is that the majority of independent artists are unaware of how the modern music
industry works. A lot of artists just focus on the music production stage and then release a record without any planning
or promotion and the song gets released with no one knowing it even exists.
This is not the artist’s fault. It’s because there is a still a belief that if you record a half decent record or perform at
various venues, you are likely to get spotted by an A&R scout at a major label and get offered a record deal. No
no no no no. That is not how this industry works anymore. Maybe 20 years ago but definitely not now. These days,
record deals are gained by an artist already being successful independently. I’ll talk more about this a little later on.
More specifically, I work with artists on a daily basis who ask me a range of questions about what they can do to get
their shiny new record out there. For example, where should they go to get on Spotify playlists, how they can release
their music themselves and how they can get their website designed.
Enjoy this guide which aims to educate independent artists on the key steps you can take to increase your chances
of success in the music industry. Each step will include my own personal recommendations and contacts.
I hope you find it useful!
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Be Unique. Be You.

If there is anything that you need to know about success in the music industry it is this –YOU NEED TO BUILD
YOUR OWN FANBASE. For starters, record labels won’t sign up any artists unless they are already
successful independent artists. That means they are getting millions of streams on Spotify from their own
releases, selling out local venues and generating a buzz in the media. So rather than focussing on getting
a record deal like most artists do, you need to focus on getting fans.
Once you have the fans then the labels will come knocking. And at that point you might decide you don’t
want or need a label and that it’s more profitable for you to continue as an independent. At least you will
have choices. It is no secret that the music industry is saturated with talent. But don’t despair. As hard as it
is to break through to the mainstream, you need to remember that there is an audience out there for
everyone. No longer do you have to rely on the personal music tastes of the ‘gatekeepers’ (record labels,
publishers and so forth’. With the development of technology, you can release your own records, keep
creative control of your music and revel in the success that you have built yourself.
That’s why you should be focussing on getting FANS right now and that should be your priority. Without fans
there would be no music. Your focus needs to be on finding YOUR audience. And no matter what music you
create, as long as it good and impact people, then you have the ability to build a fanbase.

Be U

I cannot tell you the amount of times an artist has come into my studio and said they want me to make them sounds like Dua Lipa (a lot of the girls) or Shawn Mendes
(a lot of the boys). Whilst being influenced by other artists is what inspires the next generation of artists., you are doomed to fail if you copy other artists.
I’ve even had people come in the studio asking me to strip every single bit of vibrato from their vocal recording because singers like Justin Bieber have a smooth, clean
vocal sound with no vibrato. This is ridiculous! If your voice has a natural vibrato in it, then you are lucky – show it off! That’syour unique voice and part of your make-up.
NEVER copy the style of other singers or their musical styles.
Why? Because if you copythem or a certain style of music, by the time you’ve recorded your new EP or album that style and sound could be completely out of date.
To stay ahead of the curve, you need to just be you.
I used to get slated a lot for having a lot of 80s electro-pop influences in my modern pop productions. The songs still sounded modern but if there was even the slightest hint
of a big reverberated snare drum or an electronic arpeggiated synth, the client would be like ‘OMG no that sounds too dated’. But then there was an 80s revival and 80s
music is still a hugepart of modern music right now (The 1975, Chvrches to name a few).
So do the music you want to do!! Think outside of the box and go with your gut feeling all the time. If you like 80s, 90s, 2000s sounds then don’t be afraid to
put that into your music.t is the job of your producer to take your influences and turn it into your unique sound. But more on that shortly….
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All of the steps listed in this guide I did myself as an artist. They are all achievable and with enough time, dedication
and focus you will get results. But it will take time to get fans. There’s no overnight fix unless you get on the X-Factor
(which I would always advise against!!)
It goes without saying that all of this will be fairly pointless if you don’t have great songs. There are a lot of artists
out there who aren’t quite ready to reach out to the masses. So, you need to be honest with yourself about whether
your songs and your talent are at that stage where people are going to buy-into your brand. Or do you need more
development to bring out the best in you? Either way, you will need a good Music Producer to help you decide this.
So, let’s move onto step 1 and get started!
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A good music producer will work closely with you to ensure your music is the best it can be.
Some people are unsure of what a producer will do. A lot think they just record a production
but it’s so much more than that.
A good producer will essentially mentor you and develop your sound, your confidence, your
image and your outlook. They can also shop you around to various labels or managers
when you are ready. Even if you don’t know it yet, you NEED a producer in which to carve
out a successful career for yourself.

GET YOURSELF A MUSIC PRODUCER
EARLY ON IN YOUR CAREER
This may sound obvious but if you want to be successful in this industry
then you’re going to need music that is high quality, and which matches
the quality of songs on the radio. It is incredibly important that you find
a Music Producer early on in your career so that you can develop your
‘sound’ and develop yourself as an artist.

Top Tip

Avoid self-producing unless you are a professional producer! You need to compete at
the highest levels and if you don’t have the experience, skills or equipment then you will fail
before you’ve even started. There are tonnes of Music Producers out there and you need
to find the right one for you. Just like any relationship you have to ensure that you gel well.
Consider whether the producer has experience producing your genre music, whether they
are genuinely passionate about your music, whether they can offer you access to their
recording studio and if they have the ability to create commercial level recordings. Make
sure you listen to their showreel and get an introductory meeting in the diary to discuss your
aims and objectives as an artist.
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Soundbetter:
Soundbetter is a curated marketplace of the world’s leading music
producers. Getting on Soundbetter isn’t easy and all producers have
been vetted and cross-checked. You can send your project description
to multiple producers and get quotes for your project. Then select the
producer that is the right fit for you.

www.soundbetter.com

Kollab:
This is a British version of Soundbetter for those of you who would prefer to
work with a British company and therefore work in £££ rather than $$$.

www.kollab.com

Stephen Budd Management:
Stephen Budd Management manages the elite of music producers.
We are talking the best of the best. If you are lucky enough to have a
large budget and want to work with a top-level producer, then send this
company a message outlining your project and the producer(s) you are
interested in working with and they will let you know if those producers
are up for working with you. Fees will vary but expect to pay the top
end of producer fees ranging from £1000 - £10,000 per track depending
on the producer and their credentials.

www.record-producers.com

Aubrey Whitfield:
Or of course, you could always consider working with me! Find out more at:

www.aubreywhitfield.com
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Ok, so you’re working with an awesome Music Producer which is great – they’ve done the production and it sounds great. If you have the budget, then my strong
recommendation is to get the song professionally mix and mastered by someone other than the producer. Don’t get me wrong, a lot of us producers are fairly good
at mixing because so many independent artists expect a radio standard mix as part of the production package, but we are usually not professional mix engineers,
and most of us are definitely not professional mastering engineers!
These are specialist roles and require specialist skills, equipment and properly sound treated rooms. A mix engineer doesn’t just get the levels right in the song – they add EQ,
compression, effects and make a song come to life. So many independent artists don’t use mix engineers and it’s one of the biggest flaws. I know it’s an additional cost, but if
you want a life-long career in music then you need to invest in your music. Mix engineers are ten-a-penny! You can hire a cheap mix engineer for as little as £50 a song.
Regardless as to the price, you need a GOOD mix engineer with a proven track records and the right skills and tools to achieve a commercial level recording.
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Mastering is the final part of the production process. It’s where that magic fairy dust is added to the track. Mastering
engineers can make the track louder, clearer and more exciting. However, be aware that a good mastering engineer
CANNOT fix a bad mix! So make sure your mix engineer has mixed the record to a good standard.
Mastering is not as expensive as mixing you’ll be pleased to hear. Again here are some of my personal recommendations:

iMixing:

Abbey Road Studios:

www.imixing.com

www.abbeyroadstudios.com

(an online mastering service of London’s Metropolis Studios): You can pick
your engineer for £120 or you can leave it to who is available at the time at
a cost of £90 per track. All engineers are some of the best in the world and
your track will be mastered using the world class equipment at Metropolis
Studios in London.

No need for an introduction and it can be quite cool to say your track has been
mastered at Abbey Road. They have a similar model and pricing structure to IMixing.
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You are a business. Every business needs branding. By branding I mean a logo and artwork/imagery that
has consistent themes and colours that is instantly recognisable to you as an artist. Many artists neglect
branding as they don’t think it’s as important as the music side of things. Granted, the creative side of
music is so important, but being an artist is more than just creating music, it’s about attracting fans. To
attract fans, you need to convince them that you are a professional brand. Not only that but every
well-known artist you can think of has a logo and themed artwork for their singles. So why would you be
any different?
Just like finding the right producer for you, you should also look for the right graphic designer for you. You
will need someone who is able to turn your creative vision into a reality and have experience at working
in the music field.
Another thing you will need to do is get a website up and running. A lot of artists shy away from this
because they think it will cost the earth. The good news is that you can now sign-up to various template
providers where you can design your own website with minimal web-design skills at a relatively low cost.
So make sure you get your website up and running as soon as you get your logo designed.
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Wix is a nifty little platform where you can sign up for
free, pick a template you like and then design your
own website using their easy-to-use online design
tools. No web-design experience needed! You can
even integrate mailing lists, blog features, online forms
and online stores. It’s free to design a website but if
you want to remove the Wix logo and connect your
own domain name then you’ll need to upgrade to a
premium account which costs around £7 per month.
You can buy your domain name through Wix or buy
it separately and connect it within the Wix platform.

www.wix.com

Squarespace is exactly the same
as Wix in every way except they
have different templates and a
slightly different pricing model. They
don’t have as many templates or
features available as Wix does, but
they are well worth a look:

www.squarespace.com

Beeline Designs is my graphic designer. She has designed the
logos for my record label, Xube Records, my solo project
Kodachrome and the Pop Guide logo which you can see at
the top of this guide. She can do CD artwork design, logo
design and all kinds of branding. Check her out at
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www.beeline-designs.com
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Fiverr is an online marketplace where various services are available for around, well
you guessed it, £5. But in reality, each service is around £10 and up. Still, it’s extremely cheap. There are a huge number of graphic designers on there offering logo and
branding design services for low prices if you are on a budget. There are likely to be
some restrictions, such as only two designs to choose from, or only one revision but if
you are on a budget and need a logo doing then Fiverr is well worth a look.

www.fiverr.com
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Are you on Instagram? Facebook? Twitter? Snapchat? If not, then you need to be. Infact,
social media can make or break you as an artist. I know for a fact that record labels and
management companies take a look at the number of followers an artist has on social
media to determine whether they are worthy of a potential contract. So, it’s a big deal.
Fans these days want to feel personally connected to the artists they adore. They want to
see what you’ve eaten for dinner, what you’re doing tonight, who you’re dating etc. But
more importantly, it’s a great way of showcasing your new single and creating a buzz for
your next gig. They are powerful tools.

Building a following on social media takes time and energy. Don’t expect it to
happen overnight. You need to be posting something at LEAST once a day across
all of these networks and using appropriate hashtags with each post. For example,
I always use the hashtags #femaleproducer #musicproducer and #studiolife when I
post something on Instagram. That means when anyone searches ‘female producer’
into Instagram, my latest post will show up somewhere and potentially attract new
followers. Also engage with other like-minded individuals. Follow the accounts of
artists who create similar music to you. See who is following them and start liking their
posts and following them too. If you do this every day, you will start to see follow
backs and more engagement on your social media.

#artist

My advice is to engage as much as you can yourself, but there are services available who are able to log-in to
your account and grow your social media following on your behalf. For example, you can download Apps such as
Apphi which allows you to schedule your posts in advance. Every Saturday I spend an hour scheduling my posts for
the following week. This frees me up in the week to concentrate on my producing work rather than logging onto my
social media every two minutes. It also means you can create weekly themes and use the same publishing time each
day so your fans know when to expect a new post.
I often get asked which is the most powerful social media outlet. For me, it’s Instagram – it’s growing in popularity
and is a very engaging platform. Facebook is still powerful too so create an artist page on there. Twitter is dying
out in my opinion so I wouldn’t use all of your resources to build that one up. But concentrate in particular on
building up followers on Instagram and Facebook.
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So, what’s are the best type of posts to gain maximum followers? Well the first thing is to
post regularly! You will lose followers the more you post, but you should gain double. I
have found that inspirational quotes attract the most followers. So find quotes by famous
musicians or producers and create your own quote meme using apps such as Quotes
Creator, or Canva

“One good thing about music,
when it hits you, you feel no pain.”
Bob Marley

Good old Fiverr strikes again! There are lots of social media influencers
on Fiverr who are offer ‘social media engagement’ services. Again, this
won’t break the bank and can be quite effective. Simply search ‘social
media promotion’ into www.fiverr.com and take a look at some of the
services and their reviews and perhaps give one of them a try. Although
please be aware that alot of these companies do a follow/unfollow
strategy which can be really detrimental to your brand. But it cans grow
your account.
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This is where a lot of artists fall short. The modern musician seems to be confined to the studio and not
performing live. Performing live is your bread and butter. Not only that but it is the best way in which to get new
fans. You should be aiming to do a live performance once a week. It’s relatively easy to get gigs these days –
go to open mics, artist showcases and scroll the internet looking for festivals who need good acts to perform
(there are more than you think!)

Never PAY TO PLAY!

Top Tip

There are many organisations or venues out there who justify charging the artist to perform live at their
venue to cover promotion and venue costs. No, no no no. This stinks! Artists these days barely get paid
for performing live anyway and most of the time perform for free unless they sell 30+ tickets and then get
half the ticket price back. To actually charge the artist for the privilege of playing live is nothing more than
extortion. Avoid at all costs!
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Gigmit is a little gem of a site if you are serious about finding decent gigs for you or your
band. They offer both paid and unpaid gigs at a variety of venues worldwide. They also
list slots at festivals and support slots for more established artists. You can set up your
own artist profile and then browse the lists of gigs available and the fee you will be paid.
You can then apply to be considered for that gig.
Check out

www.gigmit.com

Open Mic UK is a live music competition based in the UK. It is well established
now and has featured a number of artists who have gone on to be successful in
the UK. Again, you have to pay an entry fee but it’s relatively modest at just £5
an act. It means you will get to audition in front of the judges and potentially
be selected for the regional heats and then the final showcase which is usually
well attended and covered by the local and national media.

Check out more info at www.openmicuk.co.uk

Gig Salad is an online booking agency for live acts. You
can go onto Gig Salad and search for the type of entertainer you want to book for your venue, whether that
be acoustic acts, heavy metal bands or a gospel choir. It
covers the lot! It’s a very professional site that has a good
reputation. You can sign-up as an entertainer for free but
if you want the full range of benefits you’ll need to sign up
as a Pro or Featured artist.

www.gigsalad.com
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If you want to be a successful artist, then you need to be spending A LOT of time focusing on getting streams on Spotify.

A huge proportion of music consumers now listen to music via streaming services. Not only that, I’ve heard from major labels
such as Sony and Universal, that they scroll through Spotify to see which independent artists are on the decent playlists and
which ones are getting millions of streams. If you are getting these high numbers of streams, then a record deal is likely to follow.

First things first, you need to become a verified artist on Spotify. You can’t become a verified artist until you have
released a song. So, once you have released your first single, go the following page and apply to get verified on

Spotify: https://artists.spotify.com
Once your profile has been verified by Spotify you will gain access to detailed stats about your releases. For example, where your songs are getting played the most, who is listening, and which is the most popular song. This kind
of data is invaluable as it will be able to tell you about what your fans are engaging with the most. Plus, you can
add your own biog, shows and photos. So make sure you do this!

Spotify and streaming music is such a complex but I’ll try my best to simplify it for you. You will need to try and get on playlists that have a thousand followers or more. The
bad news is that there is no easy application process for getting on Spotify playlists. You have to do a bit of research by finding playlists on Spotify that play your genre of
music. Once you have found a playlist that you think would suit your new single, click on the Spotify owner’s name (what we call curators) and make a note of their name. Now
search for them in LinkedIn by either using their Spotify username or by searching the name of the playlist followed by ‘Spotify music editor’. See if you can find their real name.
Once you have their real name google search them and see if you can find an email address or Facebook page and then send them a BRIEF message saying that you love
their playlist and that you think your new single would be a great fit. Tell them that you will promote the playlist yourself (this will give you brownie points!) Playlist curators are
busy people so don’t be disheartened if they don’t respond to your message. Instead, give them a gentle prompt 5 days later if they haven’t responded to you.
Remember to search for playlists that suit your genre a feature of your music- such as female singer playlists or playlists about oceans if you’ve written about an ocean.

Spotify recently launched a new tool which allows any verified
Spotify artists to share unreleased tracks directly with Spotify’s
team of over 100 editors worldwide. The team is responsible for
programming Spotify’s playlists. The lists on which a new track’s
inclusion could become a make or break point for an emerging
artist and are a key part of album promotion. Spotify says that
more than 75,000 artists are featured on its editorial playlists
every week, plus another 150,000 on its flagship playlist,
Discover
So this is good news! Log in to your
Aubrey’s Weekly.
Recommendations:
Spotify artist account for more information.
Playlist Push is one of the better-known Spotify promoter agencies out there. If you are
looking to get on more playlists on Spotify, then Playlist Push is worth a look. They
distribute your new song to appropriate playlist curators. You will get a detailed report on
where you are being playlisted. As with any promotional service, this comes at a cost.
They state that their Spotify promotional campaigns start at around $150.
www.playlistpush.com
Spotify Raid
[Aubrey to add]
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Now, do you think you’re going to get more fans by releasing one EP a year or releasing a single every 6-8 weeks in that year? It’s a no-brainer really. Regularity is so so
important and it’s where so many artists will fail. Remember what success in the music industry is built on getting fans.
The best way of getting fans is to engage with them and continually put out new music. If you were to release only one EP in a year then you might generate a bit of a buzz
around that time, but people will soon forget about you if you don’t put new music. It’s simple logic. Aim to release a single every couple of months if you can. If you can’t
afford to get a song professionally produced every couple of months then that is understandable. But be creative and perhaps release an acoustic version of one of
your songs or run an online remix contest and release the winner’s remix as a single. There is so much you can do that is relatively low cost! Sure, release an EP if you want to,
or an album, but just make sure that you are regularly releasing.
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How can you release your own records? You obviously don’t need a record label to release your own music. You just
need a digital distributor who can distribute your music to all the leading online stores. There are a number of good
digital distributors out there. Below I have listed the 4 leading digital distributors and taken the time to compare
what they offer so you can make an informed decision about which digital distributor is right for you:

CD Baby

Tunecore

Ditto

Distrokid

www.cdbaby.com

www.tunecore.com

www.dittomusic.com

www.distrokid.com

$9.95 per single or $49.00 per
album and pay these fees per release

$9.99 per single or
$29.99 per album and
pay these fees every
year per release

£19 per year for 1 artist
and unlimited releases

$19.99 per year for
unlimited songs

Keep 100% of royalties

Keep 100% of royalties

Keep 91% of royalties

Keep 100% of royalties
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I personally use Distrokid because it’s best value for money. I just pay one flat fee per year and release as many records as I like. I used to use Tunecore but I
found I was being charged every year for all my single releases and it adds up! But Tunecore and CD Baby do offer additional services which you can take
advantage of such as radio promotion, reviews from the listening public and Spotify promotion. The best thing to do is to look at each of the distributors
and choose which one suits you the most.
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I’m sure you have been told by many fellow musos that the music industry is all about
‘who you know’. That is true to an extent – the more people you know the better chance
you have of gaining access to opportunities. Networking doesn’t come natural to
everyone. If you are fairly introverted like me, then working a room full of strangers won’t
fill you will joy either. But there are many low-key ways in which you can network.
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British music publisher Notting Hill Publishing host a monthly networking event in conjunction with Tileyard Studios. The events are always
well attended and features a rage of publishers, promoters,
managers, labels and artists. It’s a free event. More info at:

http://nottinghillmusic.com/category/
network-monthly/
PRS, PPL and BASCA events (UK only):

If you are UK based then you should be joining the Performing Rights Society
(PRS), The PPL and The British Academy of Songwriters, Composers and Authors
(BASCA). The PRS and PPL are very important because they are the royalty
collection societies that collect royalties on your behalf from public
performance of your music.

www.ppluk.com
BASCA is also good to join because they campaign for and protect the rights of
British songwriters and composers. What I do like about BASCA is that they offer
free legal advice for all their members. So, this can come in handy when you have
a contract to sign with a producer, label or manager. The legal advice is top
notch! www.basca.org.uk Why I’ve listed these under the ‘networking’ section is
because all three of these organisations run fantastic free events. They run talks
by those successful in the business as well as educational seminars about royalty
collection and copyright. It’s another great opportunity to network and learn at
the same time. *NB international artists – your country will have their own version
of the PRS, PPL and BASCA so find out the relevant organisation in your country
and join them.

The Midem Music conference is a 4-day annual music conference that takes place in Cannes, France every June.
Anyone who is anyone in the music industry is there – management companies, publishers, promoters etc and features
a huge range of key note speeches, workshops and interactive seminars where you will learn all about the music industry
from the labels and other big influencers. It’s also a fantastic way in which to network. You fill up your diary with meetings
and get networking. In-between that you can attend all the talks and learn about the latest music trends, technologies and
challenges.The other good thing is that artists can apply for the Midem accelerator programme. If you manage to get selected
by the Midem panel you get to perform on the beach at the Midem conference and receive one on one mentoring by the
esteemed judges. Plus, it’s all fantastic promotion! Well worth the 450-euro ticket price. Independent artists, although not in huge
numbers, do attend and do find it of great benefit.

www.midem.com

Bandit

Music X-Ray

This newsletter has been going for donkey years! And for good reason. It is a
monthly newsletter that lists various opportunities from labels looking for new
artists, publishers looking for songs and promoters looking for artists to perform
live. When I was going into producing I ended up getting a publishing deal
with Broken Music Publishing thanks to this newsletter so it’s well worth a look.
Modestly priced as well!

Music X-Ray is basically a website that offers a wide range of opportunities for
artists. It could be film directors looking for music for their latest film, or an independent label looking for new acts or a publisher looking for songs. The opportunities are quite wide and dense so there’s plenty of rich pickings.
Sign up at

www.bandit.com

Songtradr is a US based company who offer a huge range of opportunities for artists to
place their music in various TV programmes, adverts and films. You simply upload your
music and then pick which opportunity you think your music fits. www.songtradr.com

Music Week:
Music Week is the UK’s official music industry business magazine. Although it is aimed
more at labels and those at the business end of the industry, it can be useful for artists to
read as you learn all about the latest music trends, who the key people are in the industry
and what the industry latest news is. This is a weekly magazine and you can subscribe for
a print and/or digital version at www.musicweek.com

https://www.musicxray.com

Record of the Day
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The Record of the Day is also aimed more towards the business end of the music
biz. But what is good about them is that they scout for potential future hits and
exciting new artists. So, if you are chosen as their record of the day then that is
one mighty accolade! They send out a daily email newsletter and then a fuller
weekly magazine.
More info at

This songwriting contest has been going for some time now (since 1997)
and is open to any songwriter. There are 12 categories to choose from.
You do have to pay an application fee of $30 per track. But the prizes are
pretty cool, and the judging panel consists of elite artists.
For more information check out:

https://www.recordoftheday.com

All you British artists will have heard of BBC Introducing They are a sub-division of the BBC
who support independent artists. You create an account with them, upload your music
and it is guaranteed to get listened to by a radio DJ at your local BBC station. If the DJ likes
it, then they might play or even playlist if your song. And if the reaction to your song on
the local radio is really positive then there is a chance that you can get played on the
national BBC radio stations. And that’s when you have made it! BBC Introducing have
been responsible for breaking many of the UK’s biggest artists such as Jack Garratt,
George Ezra and Viola Beach. Note: You have to be based in the UK and have a UK
postcode in order to sign up for a BBC introducing account.

Sign up at: https://www.bbc.com/introducing

www.jlsc.com
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Final
I hope you have found this Guide useful. I tell all my artists this but success in
the industry requires hard work and fierce dedication. You will meet rejection
along the way and you will have your confidence thrown into disarray. We all
go through this and it’s part of the journey. The ones that make it through the
storm and become career artists are the ones that just pick themselves up and
keep going, because that’s what they love to do.
If you follow the steps in this guide and keep chipping away, then you WILL
gain new fans and you WILL start to see a buzz around you. Music is so
subjective that there is always an audience out there for your style of music.
So never give up hope. Keep battling away and create opportunities for
yourself.
If you have any questions about this guide or want to be included in the
updated version then please contact me at aubrey@aubreywhitfield.com

